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</tr>
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</table>
Shelley Goodwin

From: Michaela [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 4:56 PM
To: Shelley Goodwin
Subject: June 24th City Council Meeting

This is a message from one of your concerned citizens. They did not feel comfortable signing their name at this time. As a former Main Street employee, I understand where they are coming from and share their feelings.

“Please make it mandatory to wear a mask to enter non essential businesses (especially Main Street). As a Main Street employee, I cannot tell you the number of inconsiderate shoppers who come in already hot and sweaty, breathing heavily, and then touch everything in our store. No masks, no hand sanitizer. Standing too close to each other in the store. Most of our customers are Austin, San Antonio, Houston, Dallas... all of the major hot spots in Texas.

You cannot enforce social distancing with stickers. No one looks at the floor. You would have to have several employees dedicated to monitoring customers and even then, it still wouldn’t work. But we can enforce masks. No mask, no entry. Please take care of your non essential workers who cater to the tourism industry. Put people over profit.

The city has also done a terrible job keeping us up to date on active cases. Please look into the City of Abilene’s way of keeping their citizens informed.

Sincerely,
A concerned tired citizen”

Get Outlook for iOS
I am Craig Lindig director Hill Country Swapmeet. I feel our outdoor event is unique from all others. We have adequate space for everybody to social distance themselves on the 150 acres of Lady Bird Johnson Municipal park witch we use approximately 50 acres of the park. Will be providing hand wash stations so that if in the event you do make contact with people you can sanitize. We are sending out letters to our vendors to encourage social distancing, wearing facemask, and the use of hand sanitizer. Along with using a money tray to prevent touching during money exchange. We have agreed to post signs to wear a mask and social distancing for The spectators. If this cannot be done and the sanitize often at our sanitizing stations. Thank you all for the consideration of the Hill Country Swap Meet During this challenging time. Craig Lindig Director Of Swapmeet

May God bless
Dear Mayor and City Council,

Will this moratorium included private business public events? Such as: The NMPW Fourth of July demonstration on the Combat Zone, the horse races, FTC plays/musicals, Bankersmith concerts, etc....? Essentially events that draw large amounts of people into confined spaces. Or just events sponsored by the city?

Can we also addresses the mandate of masks by local business owners?

Sincerely,
Chasity Trajcheski